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Plasticity and variable heredity 

E. KREMPL (NEW YORK) 

V AR.IABLE heredity is defined as a characteristic of advanced systems prevalently found in the 
living worlds that can permanently change their internal make-up due to the action of inputs 
and/or environment. Materials are special examples of such systems; "plasticity" results if 
mechanical inputs alone change the material properties. For the operational definition of these 
characteristics a real system is idealized as a black box that receives inputs and emits outputs. 
Based on a comparison of suitable input-output pairs, a definition of variable and invariable 
heredity is given. We distinguish between environment-induced variable heredity (example: 
aging) and that induced by inputs (example: "plasticity"). The operational definition of variable 
heredity is compared with that of rate-dependence and they are shown to be unrelated. The 
problems of characterizing materials with ''plasticity" effects are discussed. Finally, the opera
tional definition for "plasticity" obtained herein is applied as a necessary condition to various 
constitutive equations previously proposed for "plasticity". Some of these are shown to be un
suited for "plasticity". Owing to the special nature of "plasticity", a functional constitutive 
equation showing history dependence in a mathematical sense may fail to reproduce "plasticity". 

Zmienn'l dziedzicznosc definiuje siC( jako charakterystyke( rozwinie(tych uklad6w spotykanych 
przewai:nie w ~wiecie ozywionym, kt6re mog&\ stale zmieniae SW'l strukture( wewne(trzn'l pod 
wplywem wymuszen zewne(trznych orazflub wplyw6w ~rodowiska. Materialy 5'l szczeg61nymi 
przypadkami takich uklad6w, a "plastycznosc" pojawia siC( wtedy, gdy same WYmuszenia me
chanic:zne prowadZ'l do zmian wlasno~i tych material6w. Dla skonstruowania operacyjnej 
definicji tych charakterystyk uklad rzeczywisty idealizuje siC( jako ,czarn'l skrzynke(", kt6ra 
otrzymuje sygnaly wej~iowe i emituje sygnaly wyj~owe. Opieraj'lc siC( na por6wnaniu odpo
wiednich par ,wej5cia-WYj~ia" podano definicjC( zmiennej i niezmiennej dziedziczno5ci. Roz
r6i:nia siC( zmienn'l dziedzicznosc wprowadzon'l przez ~odowisko (np. starzenie) oraz przez WYmu
szenia (np. ,plastycznosc"). DefinicjC( zmiennej dziedziczno5ci por6wnano z definicj'l wra.Zliwo5ci 
na pre(dko5C i WYkazano, i:e S'l one niezwi~ne ze sob'l. Om6wiono problemy charakterystyki 
material6w za pom()C(l efekt6w ,plastyczno~i". Operacyjn'l definicje( ,plastyczno5ci" wykorzy
stano jako warunek konieczny do r6znych r6wnan konstytutywnych zaproponowanych uprzednio 
dla ,plastyczno5ci". Niekt6re znich okazuj'l si~ niestosownedla,plastyczno5ci". Wobecszczeg61-
nej natury ,.plastyczno~", r6wnanie konstytut)'Wne WYkazu.i4ce zalei:nosc od historii w sensie 
matematycznym moi:e zawodzic przy pr6bie reprodukcji ,plastyczno~i". 

llepeMCHHaJI HaCJIC,ll;CTBCHHOCTb onpe,n;eJUieTC.JI KaK xapaKTepHCTHKa pa3BHTbiX CHCTeM, BCTpe
"tlaiOI.l.\HXC.JI npe»me BCero B >KHBOM MHpe, I<OTOpbie CnOC06Hbi nOCTO.JIHHO MeH.RTb CBOIO 
BHyTpeHH)'lO CTPYJ<TYPY no,n; BJIH.RHHeM BHell\HHX CTHMYJIOB HJIH OKpy>KaiOI.l.\eH Cpe,n;LI. Ma
TepHaJILI .JIBJUIIOTC.JI -qaCTHLIMH CJiy"llaJIMH TaKHX CHCTeM H. ,nJiaCTH'lHOCTb" fiO.JIBJUieTC.JI 
TOr,n;a, I<Or,n;a O.n;HH JIHI.l.\b MeXaHH"llecKHC CTHMYJibi Bbl3b1BaiOT H3MCHCHHC MaTepHaJibHbiX 
CBOHCTB. ,Uml nony-qeHH.R onepai.UfOHHOro Onpe,ll;eJICHH.JI 3THX xapll}{TepHCTHI< peaJibHaJI 
CHCTeMa MbiCJIHTC.JI B BH,ll;e ,-qepHOro .R~" npHHHMaiOI.l.\Cro CHI'HaJibl Ha BXO,ll;e H 3MH
THpyiOI.l.\ero CHrHaJILI Ha BLIXo.n;e. ,UaeTc.R onpe.n;eneHHe nepeMeHHOH H noCTo.RHHOH Hacne.n;
CTBeHHOCTH Ha OCHOBe cpaBHeHH.R COOTBeTCTBYIOI.l.\HX CHI'HaJIOB Ha BXO,ll;e H BbiXO,ll;e. Pa3-
JIH"llaeM nepeMeHH)'lO HaCJie,n;crBeHHoCTL, Bb13BaHH)'lO OKpy>KaiOI.l.\eH cpe.n;oH: - npHMep: 
CTapeHHe- H Bbi3BaHHyro CHI'HaJiaMH Ha BXO,ll;e (BHCI.l.\HHMH CTHMyJiaMH)- npHMep: ,nna
CTHtiHOCTb''. Onepai.U~OHHOe onpe.n;eneHHe nepeMeHHOH Hacne,n;crBeHHOCTH cpaBHHBaeTc.R 
C Onpe,n;eJICHHCM Ha OCHOBe 3aBHCHMOCTH OT CI<OpOCTH .n;e<l>opMai.UfH; fiOI<a3biBaeTC.R, "llTO OHH 
HeaaBHCHMbi. 06cy»maiOTC.JI BOnpOCbl xapaKTepHCTHI< MaTepHaJIOB C ,nJiaCTH"lleCKHMH" 
3<l><t>eKTaMH. B 3aKJIIO"lleHHe nony-qeHHoe onep~oHHoe onpe~eJieHHe ,,nnaCTH'lHOCTH'' 
npHMCH.ReTC.R KaK Heo6xo,n;HMoe ycnoBHe pa3JIH"llHLIX pmee npe.n;nonaraeMLIX onpe,n;eJIRIOI.l.\HX 
ypaBHCHHH .n;JI.R CJIY"llaJI ,nnaCTH"llHOCTH". 0Ka3biBaeTC.R, "llTO HeKOTOpble H3 HHX He COOTBeT
CTBYJOT ,nnaCTH"llHoCTH" Enaro.n;ap.R cneq~~<I>H"lleCKoH: npHpo.n;e ,nnaCTH"llHOCTH" <l>ym<IUio
HaJibHOe onpe,n;CJUIIOI.l.\ee ypaBHCHHe, OfiHCbiBaiOII.{ee 3aBHCHMOCTb OT HCTOpHH npo~ecca 

B MaTeMaTHlleCKOM CMbiCJIC MO>KeT Ol<a3aTbC.JI HeCOCTO.RTeJILHbiM .r(J:VI OfiHCaHHJI ,nJiaCTH"ll
HOCTH''. 
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290 E. KREMPL 

1. Introduction 

FoR MANY years the theory of plasticity has occupied a special status in solid mechanics. 
It was almost always assumed that rate-independence, the yield surface and hardening laws 
are the only valid representation of plastic behavior. Indeed these notions were taken to 
be the distinguishing features of metal deformation behavior itself. At the same time this 
theory was not thought to be part of nonlinear continuum mechanics as it has evolved 
during the last thirty years. 

During the last ten years other approaches to plasticity have been proposed which 
differ from the classical notions. Once one admits that the yield surface and other parts 
of the classical plasticity theory are not the only mathematical expressions through which 
the phenomenon plasticity can be modelled, one is immediately confronted with funda
mental questions. First, it is necessary to define the unique features of the body of knowledge 
known as plasticity. Once this is accomplished, the class of mathematical models must 
be found which conform to this definition and which are suitable for the description of 
plasticity phenomena. (For a related discussion see [1].) 

To many, dislocations are essential to plasticity. In a continuum theory state variables 
and separately postulated evolution laws are thought to be appropriate models. In other 
approaches an intrinsic time scale appears important. For a long time the modelling of 
a yield point appeared to be essential and hypoelasticity theories were proposed. These 
are just a few of the possible approaches. 

In this paper we propose to identify essential phenomena of "plasticity" by suitable 
thought experiments which are also easily performed in the laboratory. The basis of our 
identification rests with the well-established fact by which every experienced technician can 
distinguish an annealed from a cold-worked metal. He compares the stress-strain diagrams 
of the two samples. The one with the highest stress-strain diagram is the one pertaining 
to the cold-worked metal. 

Although our proposed itientification has its origin in this simple observation in a tensile 
test, it is not limited to this test. Rather we can use other mechanical input (stimuli)-output 
(response) pairs for the identification of the system. 

Our aim is to identify the evolution of our system in time as it is subjected to a given 
constant environment and suitable mechanical inputs. After ·some technical preliminaries 
we come to the main result of the paper. We can precisely identify two basic classes of 
systems. The first class consists of systems with invariable heredity [2, 3], i.e. systems that 
are always unchanged regardless of the environment and the stimuli. (Elasticity and visco
elasticity are members of this class.) The second class of systems has variable heredity. 
In these systems the environment and/or the mechanical inputs can change the system 
properties permanently. If these changes are caused by the environment alone (mechanical 
stimuli are absent), then we speak of aging. If the system properties are unaffected by the 
environment but may be changed by suitable mechanical stimuli, we speak of stiml,llus
induced variable heredity. The history dependence in the sense of plasticity [3] or simply 
"plasticity" is an example of a special kind of stiniulus-induci~d variable heredity. Aside 
from these hereditary properties, rate-dependence and the aftereffect are identified for 
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PLASTICITY AND VARIABLE HEREDITY 291 

metrials by suitable input-output experiments distinct from those used to identify the 
hereditary properties. 

With these identifications we can establish necessary conditions which a mathematical 
model must fulfill if it is to represent any one of these phenomena. These conditions are 
very general but nevertheless permit the clear statement that some of the constitutive 
equations proposed previously for plasticity do not exhibit variable heredity and are 
therefore, in our opinion, not a suitable model for plasticity. 

2. Preliminaries 

Our system of interest is idealized as a black box that receives mechanical inputs or 
stimuli or forcings cp( ·z') on [0, t]. The inputs produce outputs or responses or response 
functions p(t) at the present timet which depend on cp( -r) on [0, t]. For generality they are 
introduced as vector (tensor) quantities. The comparison of input-output pairs on some time 
interval is used to identify the phenomenon of interest. We must be able to compare out
puts and to recognize differences between outputs. Therefore, we postulate the existence 
of a "primitive observer" [4] who will be able to discern whether two outputs for a given 
stimulus are identical or different. This assumes that our inputs and outputs have a de
fined zero value and that excursions from zero can be determined. Because of these simple 
requirements we can only identify very general properties. 

We assume that there is a time -r = 0 at which our process starts(!). At this time we 
have as many identical samples of our system as we need. All the samples are in the same 
condition at -r = 0, i.e. they have had the same method of preparation [5] and are subjected 
to a constant environment for 1: ~ 0. The only variables are time and the inputs which 
we select. The method is not limited to the identification of material properties, it can be 
applied to living systems as well (2) provided we have conditions which permit the identi
fication of true system properties from the responses. 

In the application of our methods to materials we must restrict ourselves to accelera
tionless, homogeneous motions and mechanical inputs since we want to identify properties 
of constitutive equations [6]. In [2] we have shown that constant rate tensile testing, creep, 
relax~ion and low-cycle fatigue loading constitute the best experimentally obtainable 
homogeneous motions in solids and therefore we should use inputs from this set of tests. 
They can be based on the stress traction or displacement vector. The output is then the 
displacement or the stress traction vector. By using cp and p we want to emphasize that 
kinematics (finite or infinitesimal motions) and the role of stress and strain are immaterial 
for our identification. 

(1) By stipulating this condition we deviate from treatments in continuum mechanics where it is gen
erally assumed that we know the entire history from the distant past to the present time. 

(2) An example would be a stem of bacteria in an incubator to which a chemical agent is administered 
and its effect on the bacteria is observed. Our black box would be identified with the stem of bacteria, the 
application of the chemical agent starting at T = 0 would be the stimulus. The increase (decrease) of the 
number of bacteria forT > 0 would be the response. We will return to this example later. 
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292 E. KREMPL 

3. Forcing function histories 

For the identification of our phenomena we need at least three samples, a reference 
stimulus designated as fP" and a prior loading history cpa which starts and ends at zero. 

The sequence of histories is given in Fig. 1 and is described mathematically below. 
We are following a simple sheme in which the same forcing cp" is applied after various 
prior histories. The quantities q»a, q»" and bare parameters of the test sequence. They are 
constants for a given test but can be varied from test to test. They must be selected from 
the get of suitable test histories mentioned above and from the set of time intervals b that 
are of interest. 

Forcing cpb(r) 

4Jb(t) --

' 

Specimen I cp ~ 

L-.~,-----------------------~ 
· 1 _r, time 

I 

Response p w: , lfr) 
. pi{t) -

I 
I 
I 

Specimen II 
· rorc;ng ~ 

JResponse p 

Specimen III 
Forcing t1> 

t,now 

cp 

t/Jb(s) 
Exposure to environment 

r,time 

Response P L 
T=b s,now r{tfme) 

Fig. 1. 
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PLASTICITY AND VARIABLE HEREDITY 

Specifically we use the following tests: 
Specimen I (Reference) 

Input 

(3.1) 

Output 

(3.2) 

where t is the present time. 
Specimen 1I (Stimulus-induced variable heredity) 

lcp0 (T), 0 ~ T ~a; cp0 (0) =cp0 (T ~a) = 0, 
cp = 0, a ~ T ~ b, 

9cpb(r-b), b ~ T ~ b+s, (3) 
(3.3) 

(3.4) 
' {pa(T) 0 ~ T ~ b, 
p = apb(r) = pa(b)+pll(r-b), b ~ 't' ~ b+s. 

Specimen Ill (Environment-induced variable heredity) 

{
0, 0 ~ 't' ~ b~·· · 

o.~ cp-
- cpb(r-b), b ~ T ~ b+s, 

(3.6) {
0, 0 ~ 't' ~ b, 

p = . ·HI . p (r-b), b ~ T ~ b+s. 

293 

We note that for specimens 11 and Ill a new time origin is introduced at T = b with 'YJ = 

= r-b, see also Fig. 1. Also p11(s) is measure~ form a new origin, see Fig. 1. The present 
time in this new system is designated as s. Setting ·s = t ensures that all forcing functions 
cpb have the same duration. 

3.1. System representation 

For the representation of our system we use a functional which is thought to represent 
our system or material. We r~yire that a zero input on [0, t] produces a zero output at 
t. Formally we have 

t 

(3.7) p(t) = K{cp(-r))(4) 
0 

with 
t 

K(O(r)) = 0, 
0 

(3) By writing •q>" we want to make clear that this input is preceded by q>•; except for the shift- on the 
time axis •q>" is identical to q>11

• 

(
4

) We .mean by this symbolism simply that the present value of p = p(T = t), t ;a-. 0 is determined 
by the function q>(T) defined on [0, t]. From the information given in some of the examples an observer 
could also conclude p(t) = H(q>(t)), i.e., the present response pis determined only by the present value 
of q>. The first conclusion is more general than the second and is therefore retained. 

9 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 2/81 
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294 E. KREMPL 

where 0 denotes the zero . input or output. We do not assign any further properties to 
K except it must be such that the conclusions valid for real systems can also be derived 
using its representation K. 

4. Invariable benclity 

DEFINITiON. Intuitively invariable heredity .implies that the system does not change 
no matter what the stimulus or the environment. Formally we define in reference to Fig. 1 
and Eqs. (3.1 )-(3.6). 

A system is said to have invariable heredity if for all t = s 

(4.1) p(t)1 = p(s)11 = p(s)111 

for all cp6, cp•( T) and b. 
We spak of invariable hereditary response if Eq. (4.1) is true for all cp6 and at least one 

band at least one cp•(T). 

4.1. CoacUtiOIL9 oa coastitatke eqaatloM 

Using Eq. (3.7) the responses are computed to be 
I 

(4.2) p1 = Jt(cp6(T) ), 
0 

b •+b b 
pll = K(cp•(T)+•cp6(T-b))-K(cp•(T)), 

0 b 0 
(4.3) 

and 

(4.4) 

For Eq. (4.1) to be true we must have the following properties ofKfor all s = t: 

.r+b I 

(4.5) K(cp6(T-b)) = K(cp6(7J)), 
b 0 

and 

(4.6) 

as well as 

(4.7) 

If the condition ( 4.5) - usually referred to as time origin translation invariance - is 
fulfilled, then p1 = p10• The condition ( 4.6) has been called additivity under disjoint 
support [7] and the principle of superposition. We also list the condition (4.7). It involves 
first Eq. (4.5) and then requires that the response to cp6 following cp• be identical to the 
response to cp, alone, Eq. (4.2). (Note that Eq. (4.7) is not identical to Eq. (4.5)). 

A constitutive equation represents invariable heredity if Eqs. (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) are 
true. In words these conditions represent: 1) invariance under time origin translation, 
2) additivity under disjoint support, 3) no change in response due to prior forcings. 
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PLASTICITY AND VARIABLE HEREDITY 295 

A constitutive equation represents invariable hereditary response if the above hold 
for all <pb and at least one prior exposure interval band at least one prior loading cp•( T). 

It should be noted that the response of specimen 11 is mesured relative to the new origin 
introduced at 'YJ = 0. We have, therefore. eliminated the "permanent set" and not attach 
any significance to this phenomenon( 5) for purposes of identification. 

5. Variable heredity. Environment and stimulus induced 

Following the definition of invariable heredity we not proceed to identify two kinds 
of variable heredity. For the first kind we observe that only the exposure to the environment 
changes the response. We then speak of environment-induced variable heredity or simply 
aging. The other kind of variable heredity can be found in the absence of aging and is 
solely due to prior inputs. In this case we speak of stimulus-induced variable heredity. 
In the present context the interaction of these two effects is not considered. 

5.1. Envlroameat-ladac:ed variable beredlty (aglag) 

DEFINmoN. Our system is said to exhibit aging if for some s = t 

(5.1) 

for all b and at least one <p!. 
It exhibits aging response if Eq. (5.1) is true for at least one band at least one ••(6). 

5.2. Stimulus-Induced variable heredity 

DEPINITION. In the absence of aging we speak of stimulus-induced -variable heredity 
if for some s = t · 

(5.2) 

for all «p• and at least for one •cp•. 
Our system exhibits a stimulus:-induced -variable hereditary response if Eq. (5.2) is true 

for at least one cp• and at least one •cp6('). 

(
5

) Our opinion deviates therefore from the notions of classical plasticity. 
(

6
) Definition of aging for the example of footnote 2). Following Fig. 1, specimen I, we add a chemical 

at a certain rate (the stimulus cp) to the bacteria and observe the change in the number of bacteria with time 
(the response p ). 

On an identical sample of bacteria we repeat the above experiment after b units of time have elapsed, 
specimen ITI of Fig. 1. H the change in the number of bacteria is identical to that of the first experiment, 
then we can conclude that aging does not occur in OJU' sample. Hthe outcome is different, aging has occur
red during b units of time. (To have a valid experiment, the size of the populations at -r == 0 and -r = b 
should be identical.) 

(') Stimulus-induced variable heredity in the example of footnote 2). To simulate the conditions of the 
experiment with specimen 11 in Fig. 1, we administer a chemical cp•( -r) during [0, a], then we wait until 
changes in the population have ceased before we administer the test chemical (•cp-> in the usual way. There · 
are two possible outcomes: 1) The change in population is identical to that of the test with specimen I; 
2) the change in population is different from that of the test with specimen IT. H outcome 2) is observed, 

9* 
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5.3. Coadldoas on constitutive equadODS 

Environment-induced variable he!edlty .(aging). Comparison of Eqs. (4.2), (4.4) and (5.1) 
shows that the constitutive equation must be time origin translation variant for all b and 
that at least one cp" represents aging so that for'some s = t: 

(5.3) 

To represent aging response we require time origin translation variance and therefore 
Eq. (5.3) to be tru.e for at least one band at least one cp". 

5.4. Stimulu-ipduced variable heredity 

Assuming time origin translation invariance, i.e. that Eq. (4.5) holds always, the con
stitutive equation must be able to represent nonadditivity under disjoint support or change 
in response due to prior forcings. Therefore to represent stimul~-induced variable heredity 
we must have for some s = t 

(5.4) 

which implies that either Eq. (4.6) or Eq. (4.7) or both are not true for all cpa and at least 
one acp"."":. 

To represent variable hereditary response the above conditions must hold for at least 
one cpa and at least one acpb. 

The ideptifications and conditions were given very formally without regard to their 
physical implications. As an example, the definition of stimulus-induced variable heredity 
(test with specimens I and 11 in Fig. 1) says that a form change of the response to the same 
stimulus is observed. A short reflection will show that this can only be possible physically 
if the prior stimulus cpa has chaged the internal make-up of our system. The systems 
ordinarily considered in mechanics (gases modelled by\ elastic balls, solids arid fluids 
represented by springs and dashpots and combinations of them)(8 ) do not normally exhibit 
variable heredity. Indeed only Ref. [8] mentions variable heredity innconnection with 
aging. . 

It appears that variable heredity is a property of advanced systems that can be encoun
tered in materials and in the living world. Examples fr~m the latter area are the immune 
reaction cited in the footnotes, the improving effects of exercise in athletics (the musqles 
strengthen due to prior stimuli), and relations between persons or groups of persons 
(attitude changes due to prior experience). 

then we must necessarily conclude that the dose cp• given on [0, a] has changed the constitution of the bac
teria, e.g. they may have developed an immune reaction (aging is assumed to be absent); we can now speak 
of stimulus-induced variable heredity. [A valid test requires the same population size at T = 0 and 

.T =b.) 
( 1) A mere rearrangement of the constituents from one to another random orientation is not suffi

cient to cause variable heredity. 
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Before returning to the subject of plasticity it is important to mention that history 
dependence in a mathematical sense does not automatically represent variable heredity. 
The former is given by Eq. (3.7). Variable heredity, however, requires that either Eq. (5.3) 
or Eq. (5.4) or both hold. Not every functional can satisfy these conditions. 

6. Deformation phenomena hi materials 

6.1. Variable heredity 

The previous definitions of course apply to the deformation behavior of materials 
which can show only variable hereditary response as we may always find a cpa small enough 
(interpreted componentwise) such that p1 is indistinguishable from p11• Also the environ
ment may or may not change the material. 

Specifically we consider the definition of variable hereditary response (5.2) as appro
priate for the plasticity phenomenon, provided that the response are only different hi degree 
and not in kind as described in [3], p. 64 (9). This type of variable hereditary response has 
been called history depend~nce in the sense of plasticity in [2, 3]. We have given numerous 
examples which show that metals exhibit this phenomenon [2, 3]. 

"Plasticity is a special type of variable hereditary response. A constitutive equation suitable 
for "plasticity" must as a minimum satisfy (5.4) for at least one cp0 and one acpb. Equation 
(5.4) represents a necessary condition/or the modelling of"plasticity". 

A constitutive equation showing history dependence in a mathematical sense does not 
necessarily represent history dependence in the sense of plasticity or simply ''plasticity". 
Also we note that rate-dependence or rate independence dees not enter into this defini
tion. 

The above definition excludes the model of an .elastic perfectly plastic material from 
"plasticity" [9]. This fact is not disturbing since the special nature of this model has long 
been recognized (no growth law for .the yield surface is necessary in this case). 

It is impossible to infer "plasticity" from one test alone. Only the comparison of two 
tests (specimens I and IQ permits the identification. A given constitutive equation may 
very well match a stress-strain diagram, or a set of creep curves perfectly without repro
ducing "plasticity". The critical test/or a constitutive equation intended for "plasticity" is 
therefore its behavior during loading, unloading and subsequent reloading. 

We know that the physical reason for the observed history dependence in the sense of 
plasticity rests with the possible permanent microstructural changes induced in materials 
by deformation. (The material at T =a can be different from the material at ·T = 0, 
specimen 11 in Fig. I; in metals the dislocation density at the two points may be different 
by several orders of magnitude.) These. changes proceed during deformation. Macroscop
ically we can only note the difference between p1 and p11 and we can only use this difference 
as a criterion for "plasticity". Consequently, we must accept a constitutive equation for 
"plasticity" as long as it can represent such a difference. 

(
9

) Living systems may exhibit responses which are different in kind. 
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The definition of "plasticity" represents a necessary condition. We are presently not 
able to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the representation of "plasticity". 

6.2. Rate-dependeace, rate-IDdependeace 

It is easiest to consider a forcing cp('r) and an accelerated (retarded) forcing cp(a:-r) 
with a > 0. The forcing cp(-r) and the accelerated forcing cp(a:-r) reach the same value 
at T = t and T = tfa, respectively. We speak of rate-independence if 

(6.1) 
I 1/« 

K(cp{-r)) = K( cp{cx-r)) (1°) 
0 0 

is true for all t and all cx (see also the definition in [10]). If Eq. (6.1) is not true (or some 
t or some cx, we speak of rate-dependence. 

It can be shown that rate-dependence implies the existence of an aftereffect and that 
the modelling of the aftereffect imposes a fading memory on the constitutive functionals. 
These restrictions are applicable for viscoplastic materials and are shown to be related 
[11] to the "fading memory hypothesis" imposed in the theory_ [6] of constitutive func
tionals. 

7. Representation and characterization of materials , 

The rate-dependence, the aftereffect and fading memory are related to each other. 
They affect those properties of materials which were called viscous or rheological in . [5, 
12, 17]. Physically the details of the deformation mechanisms at the present time, i.e. 
dislocation ·bowing, are responsible for the presence or absence of viscosity. Mathemati
cally, viscosity involves Eq. (6.1). 

Variable heredity, on the other hand, involves the conditions (5.3) and (5.4) which 
are mathematically separate from Eq. (6.1). Physically variable heredity is caused by th~ 
accumulated effects of past exposure to environment or to inputs. They lead to a given 
microstructure at the present ti.me through internal structural mechanisms [5, 12, 17]. 

For illustration we have listed physical phenomena and the corresponding necessary 
mathematical conditions in Table 1 to illustrate our point. The phenomena variable he.red
ity and r~te-dependence (aftereffect) are unrelated. T~e continuum mechanics theory 
has mostly concentr~ted on th~ fadin~ memory aspeets and has therefore almost exclu
sively dealt with the viscosity of de,formation ,behavior. Variable heredity has not yet been 
gen~rally .~ecognized as ~n im~ortant phenomenon in the evolution in time of material 
syste~s. This ma~ ~e the reason ~by "plasticity" is not yet included in these theories. . 

Based on the evidence presented so far it would seem natural to use separate repos~ .. 
tories for variable heredity and viscosity (rate-dependence). This approach was follow~~ 
in [3, 5, 12, 15, 17]. 

( 10) Unfortunately this notation is not completely clear. It is not meant to imply that an equality can 
I 

always be obtained by introducing a new time variable TJ = ~XT. A notation like K(q»(T), t- T) is less ambig
o 

I 
uous but is less frequently used than K((f)(T)). 

0 
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Table. 1. Various phenomena and necessary conditions on functlonals intended for their representation 

~Name Stimulus Environment 
Invariable induced induced Rate- Rate-

Necessary ~ heredity< I> variable variable dependence dependence 
condition . heredity<1> heredity< 1 > 

( a s+b ) ( a ) K cp~)+•cp•('rbb) = K cp~) 

( 8+b) true for not true true for 
+K •cp•(t'bb) alls=t for some all s = t unrelated unrelated 

S=l 

K ( •cp•(T
1

~t)) = K ( cp•~i)) 
-

K ( cp•(T'iZ>) = K ( cp•(~)) true for true for not true for 
all s=t all s = t some s = t unrelated; unrelated 

K ( cp <i>) = K ( cp (~:)) unrelated unrelated unrelated 
not always 

always true true 

111 For simplicity no distinction is made between property and response, Also interactions between stimuli and envirome
nt induced effects are excluded, 

Since we have defined two kinds of variable heredity it is natural to ask how these two 
phenomena can be characterized (i.e. what kind of tests are necessary to obtain the material 
properties) and how one might represent them in constitutive equations. 

To characterize an aging system one could vary b for a fixed fP" and then repeat the 
process for a different fP" until one knows how b and fP" modify the response. A different 
specimen is necessary for each test. 

For the representation of aging an explicit dependence on time of the constitutive 
equation is frequently used, i.e. , 
(7.1) p(t) = K(cp(T), t). 

0 

The response .of specimen I for a material represented by Eq. (7.1) is 

(7.2) 

and of specimen Ill , 
(7.3) p10(s) = K(fP"(7J), s+b) 

0 

and we see that Eq. (5.1) is satisfied, for all s = t. 
The representation (7.1) is said to violate the principle of material indifference [13, 

footnote p. 45]. There are at least two ways of r,econciling this potential conflict. One way 
is to adopt the derivation in [14], Eqs. (2.11) or (2.12). Another way is to consider that the 
present response is a functional of both the mechanical and the environmental input. 
Since the latter is constant here, its functional dependence can be "integrated out" leaving 
only a function of time and a functional of the mechanical input, i.e. Eq. (7 .1 ), [15]. If we 
therefore interpret Eq. (7.1) not as a fundamental form but rather a specific representation 
valid for constant environment only, no conflict arises. 
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For the characterization of stimulus-induced variable heredity we must vary the cpa for 
a given fixed 0 cp" and then repeat the process for a different 0 cp" until we know how the 
cpa change the response. However, there are difficulties. 

Strictly speaking this is a formidable, if not impossible task as one may have to run all 
conceivable combinations of cpa and 0 cp". Elsewhere this difficulty has t?een recognized 
for metals as evidenced by the statement: "In a strict sense it is not possible to predict 
the strain components which will be found for a given stress history; the experiment 
itself must be run to get the answer" [16]. 

However, the situation is not quite as complex as it appears when we deal with history 
dependence in the sense of plasticity and with metals. Their responses retain certain char
acteristics which are invariant with respect to prior deformation [3, pp. 63-66]. Further 
there are certain stimuli, notably the "elastic ones" which do not appear to cause "plasticity" 
effects. It may therefore be possible to characterize the history dependence of metals 
with a limited number of tests and suitable interpolations (see the discussion by E. H. LEE 

and E. KRoNER on p. 86 of [16]). 
The above definition of history dependence was given for a continuum. Nothing in 

that definition suggests that a theory of simple materials (in the sense of [6]) would not 
be capable of reproducing history dependence in the sense of plasticity. Although metals 
may be "nonsimple bodies" on a microscopic level [16, p. 47] it appears that they can be 
represented macroscopically within the continuum theory of simple materials as defined 
in [6]. 

Suppose two primitive observers are told that they will have to compare the outcome 
of the tests on the same material with specimen I and 11, respectively (see Fig. 1). Observer 
I witnesses the tests with specimens I and 11, Observer 11 sees only the second part (0 ~ 
~ TJ ~ s) of the test on specimen 11. We stipulate that Eq. (5.2) holds, i.e. we have stimulus
induced variable heredity. 

Since they know that the same material is tested, both observers would use the same 
functional for representing the data. However, because of Eq. (5.2) (we use cp" instead 
of •cp" since Observer 11 does not know that cp• was applied) 

(7.4) 

for some s = t, a result which contradicts our initial stipulation that one functional can 
describe a material. 

Observer I must necessarily conclude that cp• on 0 ~ T ~ a must have chan&ed the 

material from K to say K. However, there must be a way to obtain i from K. Indeed 
one can write 

(7.5) 

where we have again used cp" instead of •cp• on the right-hand side to demonstrate that we 

do not know the forcings for 'YJ ~ 0 if we use K as a representation. 
The above can be related to commonly accepted notions in materials science. "We 

regard it as self-evident, then, all current properties of a material are entirely determined 
by its current state" [18].-
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The "current state" at -r = 0 and -r = bare represented in Eq. (7.5) by the material 

functions and constants in K and K, respectively. The material functions and constants 

in K and K must be different to represent the different states implied by the different 
responses. 

The task in materials science is to determine the current state knowing the state at 
some previous time and what happened to the materials between now and the previous 
time. 

The task in continuum mechanics is similar. Equation (7.5) says that "knowing K, i.e. 
the material functions and constants, at -r = 0 and the forcings on [0, b] should enable 

us to determine K (the material functions and constants at -r = b). 
It is interesting to note that similar ideas were expressed in [5, p. 125]: "To determine 

the actual thermomechanical state . . . it is insufficient to have the actual deformation 
temperature configuration of a particle X but we additionally need the method of prepa
ration of this configuration". 

Once the need for information on the current state or the method of preparation is 
recognized one must immediately ask whether all states are equivalent or whether there 
is a preferred state. 

From experience it appears that the annealed state (all the effects of prior mechanical 
loading have been removed by appropriate heat treatment) is a preferred state. A material 
can stay in this state if the inputs are small. Sufficiently large inputs will change tp.is state 
and no mechanical input can return the material to this state. 

If the annealed state is left behind by a suitable stimulus, then we can always define 
a new state relative to which we can characterize the material. The part of the stimulus 
leading from the annealed state to a new state that caused "plasticity" will together with 
the old state be absorbed in the new method of preparation. or in the new state of the 
material. As such we can go from one state to the other as implied by Eq. (7.5) Then the 
initial annealed state does not appear anymore in an explicit way. 

8. Application of the necessary conditions developed earlier 

Here we examine various constitutive equations which have been considered at one 
time or another as representations of plasticity. We check whether Eq. (5.4) holds. Only 
if the answer is affirmative do we consider it a valid representation for "plasticity". (Of 
course there may be other objections to models found to be valid by this procedure.) 

8.1. Classical plasticity and classical vlscoplastidty 

Strains are split either additively, e.g. [19] and others or multiplicatively, e.g. (20] 
and others, and a growth law for the yield surface must be given such that the elastic range 
can change under the application of at least one cp" in Fig. 1. The change in the etastic 
range alone is sufficient so that Eq. (5.4) can hold and therefore most classical theories 
can represent stimulus-induced variable heredity. 
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8.2. Uaear and noalinear vlscoelastldty 

Integral representations of the form 

(8.1)1 

or 
. t 

(8.1h p(t) = f H(t-T,q»(-r))· ~~ dT 
0 

or 
, 

(8.1);, p(t) = q»(t)+ f K(t--r)'· f{q»(-r))d-r 
0 

with f{O) = 0 have the property required in (3.1) and can be written in the form 

t 
(8.1) p(t) = K(q»(-r), t-T). 

0 

They all show invariable heredity and are unsuitable to model "plasticity"(11). 
I 

8.3. IDtrlaslc time, eadochronlc theory, are leagtb parametrlzatioa 

These theories postulate the existence of an internal time ([21}-[30] and earlier papers 
quoted therein) which is mostly based on the ·second invariant of strain increments. The 
theories can be formulated for infinitesimal and finite strains and a stress-based time scale 
has also been proposed [29]. 

Most theories employ convolution integrals in the intrinsic time scale z and can be 
written symbolically in a form similar to · 

z(t) 

. {8 .2) p (z(t)) = F{q»(z'),z -z'). 

Equation (8.2) exhibits additivity under disjoint support so that Eq. (4.6) holds. The 
modelling of variable heredity rests with violatio~ pf Eq. (f5) or Eq. (4.7) depending 
on the rel_~tion betwee~.~e intrinsic and real time, see Appendix I. 

Appendix I clearly . d~~onstrate~ that the int~oduction , of · convol~tion i~~gral~ , i~ 
intrinsic time z = z with z defined as 

(8.3) 
t 

z(t) = f (dcp. P. dcp)1
'
2d-r 

0 

is not sufficient for the modelling of stimulus-induced variable heredity(1 2). An ~tional 

· (
11

) H the matching of metal stress-strain or creep curves were to be a criterion for "plasticity", then 
each of these equations could be a ·~alid mOdel. 

(
12

) ·Again, if only the matching of tensile and shear stress-strain diagrams ~ considered to be im
portant to represent ''plasticity", then an intrinSic time alone ·is sufficient. 
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mapping between z and the z must be employed in Eq. (8.2). This important ingredient is 
normally not considered a part of intrinsic time theories. It is, except for the condition 
dz/dz > 0, unrestricted from a theoretical point of view. 

If this additional mapping is not used and the theory is formulated only as a convolu
tion integral in the z-parameter, then it fails to reproduce "plasticity". An example is the 
theory presented in [24]. 

If the convolution form in Eq. (8.2) is not used, e.g. if the z-z' dependence is replaced 
by a z, z' dependence, then z = z is sufficient to model plasticity. Then/(~) in (A.6) and 
f(C) in (A. 11) must be constant and g in (A.5) and (A.11) has to be annulled to avoid 
aging in real time. 

Postscript: Initial thoughts on this subject were given in [31]. Since the completion 
of the first draft of this paper (Spring 1976) the theory of material divagatiQn on the basis of 
continuum mechanics was formulated [32]. The ideal material defined in [32] has properties 
similar to our material with invariable heredity. 

Appendix I 

We subject Eq. (8.2) to Eq. (3.1) and obtain, considering Eq. (3.3) 

(A.1) 
z. z ••• 

p(z~+ 6) = F(~"(z'), z -z')+ F("q»6(z' -z6), z -z'), 
0 n 

where zs+b = z(T = s+b), z, = z('r =a) and z6 = z(T = b). The second term can .be 
rewritten by introducing z" = z'- z6 to yield 

so that 

(A.2) 

where we have the set zs = zs+ 6 -z6 • On the other hand for specimen I of Fig. 1 

(A.3) 

Since ~6 is identical to 0 cp6
, we see that the two responses will be equal if the intrinsic 

times zs and z, are equal in both cases. Formally, an intrinsic time formulation represented 
by Eq. (8.2) will exhibit invariable heredity if ,, 

(A.4) z, = Zs for t = s. 

Before we proceed further we want to remark that the use of convolution integrals in 
intrinsic time immediately implies additivity under disjoint support, i.e. Eq. (4.6) holds. 
The repository for history dependence in the sense of plasticity rests .entirely in the violation 
of Eq. (4.7) affected by the intrinsic time z [see Eq. (A4)]. 

In [29] the following intrinsic time z is postulated, see p.p. 859 arid 860: 

(A.5) 
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with 

(A.6) 

and 

d~ 
dC = f(~) 

(A.7) a~ = et. P. E)1
'
2d-r = <C.,. P. ip)1

'
2d-r, 

E. KREMPL 

where E is the material derivative of the finite strain t~nsor and P is a positive definite 
tensor which may depend on E. Since also as tress-based time scale is proposed in [29], 
we have introduced our forcing function tensor cp to cover both cases. Integration of Eq. 
(A. 5) together with Eqs. (A. 6) and (A. 7) yields 

f, l( d~( -r') 1 )2 2]1/2 ' 
z, = " d-r' f(~(a)+~(-r')) +g d-r · 

0 . 

(A.8) 

On the other hand we obtain for z in Eq. (A. 3) 

(A.9) f' [(ae(-r) 1 )2 2]1'2 
zt = o " dT J(e(-r)) +g d-r. 

A comparison of Eqs. (A. 8) and (A. 9) shows that z, = zt for t = s if 

(A.IO) J(e(a)+~(-r)) =J(e(-r)), o ~ -r ~ s. 

The condition (A. 10) is certainly true if /is a constant. 
The same procedure can be repeated for the "old endochronic" time proposed in [22, 

23] where 

(A.ll) 

with 

to yield 
, 

(A.12) z, = [ /(C(b)!C(T')) ["cj>•. p. ·~•+g2]tl2dT' 
and 

t 

(A.13) f 1 [. , p . , 2]1 2d 
z, = f(C(-r)) cp . . cp +g I -r. 

0 

Comparison of Eqs. (A. 12) and (A. 13) yields, noting that cp" = 11cp", 

(A.14) z. = z, for t = s 
if 

f(C<-r)) =f(C(b)+C(-r)), 0 ~ T ~ s. 
Again the condition (A. 14) is true if f is introduced as a constant. 
We can conclude that the introduction of an intrinsic time (A. 7) alone does not guar

antee a multiple convolution integral series in z-z' to represent history dependence in 
the sense of plasticity. The functions/introduced in Eqs. (A. 6) and (A. 11) play a crucial 
role. Only if /is not a constant can stimulus-induced variable heredity or history dependence 
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in the sense of plasticity be reproduced. This observation coincides with the findings in 
[23], p. 537 where it is shown that the .choice off= constant precludes the modelling of 
cross hardening, a true plasticity effect, and which conforms to the definition of history 
dependence in the sense of plasticity. The material tensor Pin Eq. (A. 7) or Eq. (A. 11) 
can be set to unity without affecting the outcome of our results. · 

Further, note that 1//(C) m~ltiplies the expression in square brackets in Eq. (A. 12). 
Consider now the rate-independent case in Eq. (A. 12), i.e. g = 0. To reproduce plasticity 
f should not be a constant so that f = f(C) is required. Now consider P = 0 but g ¥= 0, 
i.e. rate-dependence without plasticity. Then the expressions (A. 12) and (A. 13) will 
differ. As a consequence the convolution integral series will represent aging in .real time. 
This result may be unacceptable. The new intrinsic time (A. 5) does not suffer from this 
difficulty, see the discussion on p. 860 of [29]. 

It is of interest further that/= f(E) in Eq. (A. 8) orf = f(C) in Eq. (A. 12) will make the 
convolution integral series represent stimulus-induced variable heredity and not stimulus
induced variable hereditary response as required by our necessary condition. Plasticity 
effects are therefore introduced for every loading. Elasticity is then excluded form such 
representations. 

Since the function/is absent in '[24], see Eqs. (52)-( 54) of [24], the functionals employed 
there represent invariable hereditary. History dependence in the sense of plasticity cannot 
be represented by this theory of "Thermo-Plastic M~terials with Memory". 

The importance of the function f(C) in Eq. (A. 11) was also recognized in [33]. It is 
stated on p. 169 of [33] that a linear function G[ Cl will preclude the modelling of "cross
hardening". (The derivative of the function G(C) of [33] is equal to 1//(C)'ofthis paper.) · 
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